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After two decades of particular dynamism of European law and national
policies generally in favour of advances in the prison reform, defenders of
detainees’ rights are currently facing greater obstacles affecting the defense
of human rights in places of detention. Monitoring and reporting on the
prison reality and taking judicial action for the protection of human rights
in detention increasingly exposes detainees rights’ defenders to the hostile
attitude of authorities and even in some countries to retaliation.
How can detainees’ rights defenders operate in Russia nowadays? What
are the current obstacles to the work and mobilization of detainees’ defenders in Central Europe? In Western European countries, how does the
formalization of contract services with NGOs working in prison provide
a tool to discourage criticism? How to act collectively for the guarantee
of freedom of speech on prison?
The evening will bring together leading actors in the protection of detainees’ rights from a dozen European states to discuss the current challenges
they face in the exercise of their protection mandate.
Roundtable 1

Preventing access to places of deprivation of liberty or how critical views
on prison are neutralized
Roundtable 2

Hindrances to the judicial debate

Free entry
The meeting will be held in English with
translation from Russian.
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Introduction :
Sofia Ciufoletti Member of the Board of the European Prison Litigation Network, President of the
association L’Altro Diritto, Italy
Karina Moskalenko lawyer, director of the International Protection Center, Russia
Mary-Ann Hennesey Head of the Civil Society Division of the Council of Europe
Ana works for the HELP Programme, National Human Rights Implementation Division,
Medarska-Lazova Council of Europe
Moderation :
Marc Nève lawyer at Liège Bar, President of the EPLN, former Vice-President of the CPT
Key speakers :
Irina Biryukova is a lawyer and independent anticorruption expert. She is a jurist at the NGO Public
Verdict Foundation, Russia. Her main field of work is the defense of persons victims of
illegal actions from the part of law-enforcement officers and the penitentiary administration.
She is the author and co-author of more than twenty anti-corruption examinations of
normative legal acts and drafts in the field of criminal and immigration legislation. In 2018
while defending a detainee in a high-profile case of torture, she had to momentarily leave the
country because of death threats.
Nicolas Ferran Head of the litigation department at the International Prison Observatory, France. Since
2011, he has been coordinating major litigation campaigns in various fields of prison law.
Vera Goncharova is a lawyer specialized in criminal law. Her main field of work is the defense of persons
serving sentences in the regions of Russia on issues related to human rights violation in
prison (torture, ill-treatment, discrimination etc.) She cooperates with NGOs that provide
assistance to convicts such as the NGOs Russia Behind Bars and International Protection
Center, Russia. Vera Goncharova defends detainees from the penitentiary colony IK- 6 in
Omsk who stood up last October against systematic torture practices.
Krassimir Kanev Director of the Bulgarian Helsinki Comittee, Bulgaria, main human rights NGO in the
country.
Asmik Novikova is a sociologist and senior research analyst at the NGO Public Verdict Foundation, Russia.
She is the author and developer of research projects on problems relating to law-enforcement
and the prevention of torture
Alexey Sokolov is Director of the NGO Legal Basis, Yekaterinburg. His NGO was labelled as “Foreign
Agent” by Russian authorities after it reported cases of torture in places of detention
with the support of foreign funding. Alexey was earlier member of the Public Monitoring
Commission in Sverlovsk region, after what he was imprisoned for 3 years for a crime
he had not committed. He was granted the status of prisoner of conscience by Amnesty
International and the ECtHR has given a judgment on his case in 2017, “Sokolov vs.
Russia” 63392/09
Dora Tarnai lawyer at the Hungarian Helsinki Committee, main human rights NGO in Hungary.
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